ticed that Tina and I had programmes and asked if we wanted them signed and did so and then went over to
Frankie and Bob and got them to sign too. As I was only 18 I didn't know what to say apart from Thanks!”
John Paiva in his biography gives his take on the situation of Joes’ retirement and his move to the front from the
backing band…. “Frank and Bob Gaudio lived on the west coast. I figured that I would have the next few weeks off
as it would surely take that long to get the material together and as Don was the guitarist, I would not be needed. A
couple of days after they left I got a call from Lee saying that I should join the group in Los Angeles to help on the
Who Loves You album. “You’re needed to help with the gear.” I was on salary so off I flew. “Bring along your guitar
will you!?” “Why?” “Don wants to use it in the studio.” Don was my friend so if he would like to borrow my guitar,
sure, why not? I was met at LAX by Lee who left me at the hotel, as there was a meeting that afternoon between
Bob Gaudio and the guys........... without Joe. That appeared curious. Lee suggested that Joe and I could hang
together and DO LUNCH!! People in LA don’t eat lunch, they DO LUNCH!! So, Joe and I did some lunch and had a
pleasant afternoon. Things could have been worse. The group was picking up the tab and I loved California. Later
when the guys returned, I was invited to Lee’s room to talk
with him as well as Don and Gerry. They laid the bomb on
me. Joe was being let go and I would play guitar and sing on
the album as well as perhaps act as the out of season guy
until they found a suitable replacement. It didn’t cross my
mind that I was being considered for the chair.
Joe had been bassist and bass singer for over 15 years and
was with the group almost from its infancy. He seemed an
indispensable and important member. Frank and Joe kibitzed
through every show with many off color jokes. He was certainly entertaining. Just the same, Joe was getting the ax.
The reasoning as explained to me, was that Joe had fallen
behind in the times. Slap bass and newer grooves were
popular and Joe was in a time warp, it was maintained. I hadn’t noticed. He played the show fine.
But decision time was upon me and I said yes. I was told I
would get studio pay. That sounded very interesting. We
could sure use the extra bread at home. One of the reasons
for Joe perhaps falling behind was his left hand. As a young
guy starting out he had a sideline repairing sewing machines.
In an accident his left hand got seriously damaged and
screwed up his playing. He is right handed, but went on to
overcome this problem by learning to play left handed.
Thereby his left hand was used to attack the strings while his
right was free to play the fretboard. Changing around must
not have been an easy thing to do, but he did it! Okay, so be it.
A thoughtful Joe Long. Photo by John Paiva
I was glad to get the offer. Naturally I figured Joe would get
some big bread upon leaving and wouldn’t be hurting.. He certainly had earned his share. I assume he did get something if only as a reward for having been so long with the organization.”, But whatever the rumours perhaps the true story is within the interview Joe gave to former UK fan club
President Stuart Miller re his feelings on the ‘retirement’ saying…..” After Bob (Gaudio) left in 1971 we went through
a whole series of replacement guys. The further we got into that area, the less connection there was with these
guys and the old group, and I told you before I respected what the group had done. The new guys like Lee Shapiro,
I’m not sure how old he was when “Sherry” came out, you know. Their whole musical idea was very different from
mine. At the same time Gaudio, and this was from my perspective, this was how I looked at it, he had visions of
separating the group. Sending the 4 Seasons out as a group and sending Frankie out as an act on his own, splitting them, which he actually did do. He attempted it but it didn’t work. Meantime, and word came back to me
through the back up musicians, certain guys on the band were saying “Joe Long is like a dinosaur and he’s holding
us back and we’ll never be able to make it on our own with Joe. We need a fresher, younger thinking guy”. And I
think Bobby began to agree with them, you know. Now this is my perspective. So we talked about it. I was beginning to feel a lot of negativity and a lot of pressure from the other guys anyway by this time. They weren’t that
happy that I was around. Plus I represented, again in my mind, a throwback to the old guys so ”get rid of the last
vestige of the old regime and now we got our own little kingdom out here, you know?” And so Bob decided that
maybe it was better if I wasn’t there. That was my idea of what happened ……… I never asked to be a partner. I
did ask at times for a little better cut of the pie but I think that’s normal. You get a job, you think you’re doing a good
job. When I first came into the band I was hired as Nicky’s replacement. Within a year I was Mc’ing the band, I was
conducting the musicians whenever we used an augmented orchestra. I was going out doing promotions. I was
actually doing more than what Nicky was doing.” And when asked if he was disappointed with the way it was hanThe Rise and Fall of The NEW Four Seasons 1966 to 1977—
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Brazilian release pic sleeve

Portugese release pic sleeve

German release pic sleeve

Dutch release pic sleeve

dled? He said…” Oh absolutely, absolutely. I felt that my loyalty meant nothing. That the 11 or 12 years that I
spent with them meant nothing because I was very easily dispensed with in favour of three other guys who had no
loyalty. I hope I’m not sounding vicious on this Stuart but I was disappointed. I don’t think I would have stayed
much longer with the band anyway because I didn’t like the direction the band was taking but the way it was handled I thought was just not proper.”
But he adds…”They treated me OK. I was earning money from them for a year afterwards, pretty good money as a
matter of fact. It was a separation. They treated me well throughout the whole thing. It must have been tough on
them. Really tough. Frankie wasn’t even in the country when it happened. Frankie went over to England. I sometimes wonder whether he wanted to be as far away as possible from the whole thing. It must have been a very, very
tough thing for them to have to do. I’m not angry for what they did. I’m angry for the way they did it. “ Joe left the
group September1975. Joe left shortly after Valli and the Seasons co-hosted the Mike Douglas TV show for the
full week of September 1, 1975.
So ended an era and probably the best ever Four Seasons line-up as witnessed by the late 1974 concerts. But the
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one thing that stands out in retrospect re this sad decision
is that at no time did anyone consider how the fans might
react…..or how much they genuinely loved Joe Long. Rex
Woodard recalls…”The news of Long’s intended departure
later caused shock waves in the Four Seasons Fan Club;
two officers resigned, citing Long’s loss as the rationale.
Down deep, many feared that the new album would be
inferior and damage the group’s heritage. Guitarist John
Paiva was promoted up to Seasondom to take Long’s spot.
Paiva, born 25 January 1943, previously belonged to The
Happenings, the Time Machine, Cal Ray and the Classaires, and the back-up band for the Platters. His elevation
required Don Ciccone to make the difficult transition from
lead guitar to bass guitar.”
Joe’s final recording with the group was ‘Who Loves You’
on a backing track prepared without Frankie who was in
England. With Warner-Curb clamouring for the track, Don
Ciccone filled in on lead….but Mike Curb wanted Frankie’s
vocal on it as soon as he got back.
Don commented on how ‘Who Loves You’ came to be…..
Spanish release pic sleeve
in an article in Goldmine…“Well let’s start off with the fact
that Frankie Valli had a lull in his hit-making career of about
seven years, like when he was with Motown. When the membership was finalized consisting of Joe Long, Lee
Shapiro, Gerry Polci and myself, Bob Gaudio came out to hear us and felt for the first time since he’d left the group
that it was worth signing to a production deal. He then looked for a record deal with the signed group. That was
flattering to all of us. We wound up recording “Who Loves You” toward the very end of the year (1974). We rehearsed it for a few days and then went into the studio to put down the basic tracks. Frankie was not present for
any of those sessions. We finished the recording December 30th and Bob said, “What are you guys gonna do tomorrow?” We said we all wanted to go back and be with our families for New Year’s Eve. This was like three
o’clock in the morning and we still didn’t have a lead vocal, so he asked if one of us would stay and put down a lead
vocal. Everyone kinda looked at each other but I jumped at the chance. I really wanted to be home with my wife
and daughter but I felt it was a good career move. So the next day I went in and learned the song, wrote out a lyric
sheet and did about five takes on it. This was just supposed to be a reference lead for Frankie to be able to learn
the tune. So I did it to where I thought it was just enough, not a great performance, and weeks went by – Frankie
had a tendency to procrastinate a lot – before Frankie went into the studio to learn the tune. Meanwhile, Mike Curb
– we’d signed with Warner/Curb Records – kept calling, asking when he was gonna get to hear this tune. So
Gaudio finally said, “The heck with it, Frankie, I’m playing it for him with Don’s lead vocal.” Well, Warner Brothers
loved the song so much they wanted to put it out with my reference lead on it. When Frankie heard that, that
spurred him to go in and change the vocal and insist that his vocal be the one used. I thought that was the right
thing to do – it was Frankie Valli and the Four Seasons – and I wasn’t looking for an ego trip. I was already on one
just being in the Four Seasons. Not that I would’ve turned down being a lead vocalist. So that was put out and became a monster record “
In the UK with ‘Swearin’ To God’ having hit #31 in the June, Motown continued to attempt to cash in on the success of ‘The Night’ with the release in the same month of ‘Touch The Rainchild/Poor Fool (Mowest 3028) ,
“‘Who Loves You’ was released in the UK on 12th September 1975 and in that week it had been Noel Edmonds
Breakfast Show record of the week on BBC Radio 1, He played it every day and when he got to the middle he promo’d it and started it again and more than once playing the "disco" side. He described it as a totally new sound. It
was a sensation”…recalls Malcolm Grace. It reached #6 being on the chart for 9 weeks through September and
October. In America it faired even better and peaked at number 3 and remained on the charts for 12 weeks
An amazing success as a result of the combination of circumstances that enabled Frankie Valli and Bob Gaudio to
reshape their careers out of the dust and turmoil of the Motown years. But was it really was a case of persistence,
belief and an ability to survive…..combined with the recruitment of some of the best vocal and musically skilled people in the business…….one incredible song and the influence and lyric writing skills of a women who would add the
final piece to Bob Gaudio’s plan for a NEW Four Seasons…….Judy Parker. Or was it luck and of course one
other vital thing related to all of these ….timing!, Whatever the reason, the rise was unstoppable and the
best was yet to come as the NEW Four Seasons went into the studio in November 1975 to deliver the album
everyone was waiting for.
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The Four Seasons NEW ‘younger’ look at Warner Bros comprised from the left...John Paiva (Lead Guitar
and vocals), Gerry Polci (Drums and vocals), Lee Shapiro (Keyboards and vocals), Frankie Valli (vocals),
Don Ciccone (Bass guitar and vocals). This group went into the studios in Los Angeles in November
1975 to record the ‘Who Loves You’ album. Photo courtesy of John Paiva
References: Goldmine Article – The Four Seasons - A Lesson in Survival by Rex Woodard 1981: Article From A Warner
Bros Circular November 1984 by Joshua Baer Titled “4 Seasons To Consider” ; “Out Of Season” by John Paiva
(unpublished biography); Four Seasons UK Appreciation Society Newsletters: Interview with Joe Long by Stuart Miller;
Special thanks to : Charles Calello: Frank Rovello: Ken Charmer: George Ingram: Lynn Boleyn: Ray Nichol: Malcolm
Grace
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